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forward and inverse kinematics. Calibration methods have
been presented to determine the actual values of the link
lengths [3][4-71. Wu [8] controlled a Stewart platform with
the pose computed by the forward kinematics based on the
measurement of the link lengths. In all the latter systems,
the Stewart platform was subject to open-loop control.

Abstract
This paper presents a new implementation of
closed-loop pose control for a Stewart plarform. We use
stereo vision to measure the pose of the Stewartplarform in
real time, Because only three feature points are necessary
for pose measurement, the computational requirements,for
image processing and calculation are small. The measured
pose provides feedback to the inverse kinematics of the
Stewart plarform so that the pose error can be
compensated. Experimental results are provided to show
the abiliw of the method to control the pose.
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1. Introduction

links

A Stewart platform is a six degree of freedom
mechanism consisting of a movable platform, fixed base,
12 sphericaljoints, and 6 links whose length is adjustable
using prismatic actuators, as shown in Fig. 1. The pose of
the Stewart platform is the position and orientation of the
movable platform relative to a world coordinate system.
The Stewart platform is superior to serial manipulators
because of its high stiffness, high load-carrying capacity,
and high dynamic performance. Many applications
involving robotic manipulation require an accurate pose.
Typically, the control of a Stewart platform utilizes
software based on the inverse kinematics. However,
factors such as manufacturing tolerances, installation
errors, and link offsets cause deviations to the nominal
kinematic parameters, thereby resulting in an inaccurate
pose. Methods that have been used to measure the pose of
serial manipulators are not suitable, particularly in
mechanismshaving limited actuator accessibility and large
structures.
To improve the pose accuracy of a Stewart platform,
Wang and MasoV 111 developed a kinematic model to
accommodate deviations of nominal kinematic parameters
and evaluated the effect of these parameters on the pose
accuracy. Behi [2] developed modified algorithms for the
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Fig. 1 Stewart platform

This paper describes a new approach for closed-loop
pose control of a Stewart platform. By using stereo visual
information, 3D positions of three feature points on the
movable platform are obtained in order to determine the
pose of the Stewart platform. The measured pose provides
feedback to the inverse kinematics of the Stewart platform
so that the pose error can be reduced.

2. Inverse Kinematics
The inverse kinematic solution of the Stewart platform
provides a means to obtain the link lengths as a fimction of
the position, (*, y , z), and orientation, ( a , p , 6 1,
referenced to a world coordinate system [81.
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2.1. Vector Relationships
We define the world coordinate system XYZ and the
dynamic coordinate system & Y z d as illustrated in Fig. 1.
When the movable platform moves within its workspace,
the dynamic motion is relative to an intermediate
It is assumed that translation
coordinate system &,,Yd,,&,,.
only occurs along the Z-axis between Xn and xdmYd,,,z&,.

cos/l.sina

-sin/3

Then
4

ai =

-

cosp ' eosa

-

R ad

where ad is the position vector of the joint A; referenced
to the dynamic coordinate system. Combing Eq. (3) and
Eq. (6),we obtain

-

- - -

li = R ad + t - b i

(7)

The change of the link length is

where

1-

l m

is the ith link length for the known intermediate

position.

2.3. Link Control
Fig. 2 Vector relationships

Fig.3 illustrates a control system based on the inverse
kinematic solution. Microcontrollers are used to process
joint commands from the host computer. Although each
link has closed-loop control, the overall system is open
loop and may not adequately compensate errors that result
from manufacturing tolerances, installation errors, and link
offsets.

-ri = a-, +-t

Then, as shown in Fig. 2,

ri = b; + li

e

-

4

from which we obtain

- - - --bi

li = a i + t

(3)
Ai;a,

where
is the position vector of the joint
is the
position vector of the joint Ai in the dynamic coordinate
system; bi is the position vector of the joint Bi; is the

-

length of the ith link;

1

7is the translation of the movable
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platform; and i=Z, ....6. In all cases the vectors are
referenced to the world coordinates.
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2.2. Inverse Kinematic Solution
In Eq. (3)

-

is a constant vector. For a given pose (x, y.

z, a ,p ,e), we have t = [ x , y , z]' . Suppose

n'=

R ni

Fig. 3 Link control system

(4)

3. Pose Measurement by Stereo Vision

where n' is a unit vector referenced to the dynamic
coordinate system; ni is a unit vector referenced to the
world coordinate system; and R is the rotation
transformationmatrix;

We employ a stereo vision system consisting of two
fixed CCD cameras to view the movable platform as
shown in Fig. 4. By this means, the image coordinates of
feature points can be obtained, the 3D positions of feature
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points can be reconstructed and an accurate pose of the
Stewart platform can be obtained.

CCCD
3
Camera

n

For real-time operation, it is critically important to
select efficient methods that avoid time-consuming
computation. Our approach consists of two steps, compute
initial image coordinates of the feature points when the
platform is stationary and then dynamically track them
during platform motion. Stereo matching of feature points
is determined from the relative positions of the feature
points.

3.2. Mapping from Image Coordinates to 3D
Coordinates
The image coordinates of feature point j under stereo
projection are given by

-

P ; . ] = PI Cl
Fig. 4 Stewart platform with stereo
cameras

3.1. Feature Points
As shown in Fig.5, three circular shapes are placed on
the movable platform and their centers P,, P2 and P3 serve
as feature points. We also invoke the following
assumptions.
0
Feature points have high contrast
0
Feature points do not lie on a straight line
0
Feature points are visible throughout the entire
workspace;
0
The motion of the Stewart platform is slow compared
with the time needed for image acquisition and
processing.

-= K , Pj
P j

(9)

where si is the rotation transformation matrix of the i th
camera coordinate system relative to the intermediate
coordinate system; Ci is the translation transformation
matrix of the i th camera coordinate system relative to the
intermediate coordinate system;
is the perspective
matrix of the i th camera; K iis a mapping matrix from 3D
coordinates (with respect to the intermediate coordinate

-

system) to image coordinates of the i th camera; p l are
the 3D coordinates of the j th feature point referenced to
the intermediate coordinate system;

are the image

coordinates of the j th feature point with the i th camera;
and i=1,2, j=1,2,3.
To reconstruct the 3D coordinates of feature points,
stereo calibration is needed. This results in

hYd

where g( ) is a mapping from 3D coordinates (referenced
to the intermediate coordinate system) to image
coordinates, and h ( ) is a mapping from image coordinates
to 3D coordinates referenced to the intermediate
coordinate system.
From Eq. (1 2), the 3D feature points referenced to the
intermediate coordinate system
can be reconstructed.

Fig. 5 Location of feature points

-

Assumption 1 is needed for rapid image processing.
Assumption 2 ensures that the feature points possess
enough information to determine the pose of the Stewart
platform. Assumption 3 ensures that any pose of the
Stewart platform within its workspace can be measured.
Finally, Assumption 4 ensures that the stereo images are
not blurred.

3.3. Pose Determination
When the movable platform moves within its
workspace, as shown in Fig. 6, the Cartesian coordinates of
the jth feature point can be expressed as
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-p i =-p/”-+ t’

(13)

where pi” is the position vector of thejth feature point in
-

the dynamic coordinate system referenced to the
intermediate coordinate system, ;= .[ 7
7 7 ,

-

j=1,2,3; and t’ is a translation vector of the movable
platform referenced to the intermediate coordinate system.

Fig. 7 Platform Geometry

As shown in Fig. 7, PzP3 crosses Xd at PS and PIP3
crosses Xd and Y, at P4 and P6, respectively. From the
feature points we obtain P4,Ps and P6, and

p ; = [x:

0

01’

(19)

By defining
1-

Fig. 6 Movable platform

p25

pm = R pi”
(14)
where pi” is the position vector of the j th feature point

We also have

-

referenced
pd =

to

yp

the

dynamic coordinate
f o r j = ,...,
~ 3;

.;I,

- R- -

can be expressed as

system,

-Ps = P2 P25

The Cartesian coordinates of PS are

We combine Eqs. (1 3) and (14),

p; + t ‘

pi=

where p,d is known and

(15)

can be obtained from Eq.

From
and p s , the position of od,the position of the
Stewart platform referenced to the intermediate coordinate
can be obtained. Then from Eq. (12) and Eq.
system

(1 2). Suppose there are two feature points, PI and PI.Then,

we obtain
-

p, = R p p
-

2,

+ t’

4

(16)

(1 3), pr can be computed. Combining Eq. (5), Eq. (I 4),

6

p 2 = R p 2d + t ’

(1 7)

and Eq. (19), we have

Subtracting Eq. (1 7) from Eq. (16),
0

-

(23)

i-

-and p 4 , p a can also be obtained in a similar manner.

0

PI - P2 = R (PP

cos 0 - c o s p - x , ”

-

- P,”)

(24)

From Eq. (18) we obtain three equations with three
unknowns (a,P,@)that can be computed. However,
because Eq. (18) is set of nonlinear equations, it may be
difficult to solve accurately.

from which we obtain
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Fig. 8 Vision guided control system
Similarly, we have

vision guided control system. In our experiments, the
average pose accuracy was 35.8%. The translation
accuracy was 29.4% and the rotation accuracy was 42.1%.

(cos8.sinp.sina-sinB.cosa). y,"
(cos8-cosa + sing. sin P .sinal. y t
c o s p . s i n a y,"
Then

Table 1 compares ea" ,the pose error under open-loop
control for a=x, y,z,a,B,8;

a can be computed by

-t'= -p 1- R pp

- is

Substituting the computed rotation angle into Eq. (26), we

? . Then the translation vector t

- = -t ' + r ,-

pose error under

closed-loop control for a= x,y,z,a,p,8; 6" the percent
improvement of the pose accuracy under closed-loop
control for a= x,y,z,a,/3,8; 6' is the average percent
improvement of the translation accuracy under closed-loop
control; 6' is the average percent improvement of the
rotation accuracy under closed-loop control; S3' the
percent improvement of the 3D translation accuracy under
closed-loop control; and 6 , the average percent
improvement of six degrees of freedom under closed-loop
control. Translation was measured in millimeters and
rotation was measure in radians.

a = arcsin( z r /(cos p . y," ))
For feature point PI,Eq. (I 5) can also be written as

obtain

ea" , the

t

where 1, is the translation vector of the intermediate
coordinate system relative to world coordinate system.

4. Experimental Results
An experimental system has been built in which the
Stewart platform was controlled by electro-hydraulic
actuators. The radii of the movable platform and the base
were 0.6 m and 0.8 m, respectively. The pose of the
Stewart platform was detected by stereo vision to provide
feedback to the control system for comparison with the
desired pose. By inverse kinematics, we obtained the
changes in link lengths needed to drive the pose error to
zero. The closed loop response of the Stewart platform was
approximately 1 Hz. CCD cameras with a. resolution of
768 x 576 were employed in the stereo vision system. The
radius of each of feature point was 100 mm.
Approximately 80 ms was required for image acquisition
and processing of the stereo images and calculating the
final pose. The closed-loop vision-guided control system is
shown in Fig. 8.
Our experiments achieved 6-axis closed loop control of
the movable platform at uniform velocities within 20
seconds. The limits of motion were: x = 150 m m ;y = 150
m m ; z = 50 m m ; a = 5"; fi 5"; and 8 = IO". The
experimental results are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b),
respectively. Table I indicates the pose accuracy of the

_......_."......... desired pose

-.-.-.-_.measured pose without vision feedback

-

measured pose with vision feedback

Fig. 9 Comparison of measured pose (a) 3D translation
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Table 1 Pose Accuracy

5. Conclusions
We described an approach for closed-loop pose control
of a Stewart platform. Stereo vision was employed to
measure the pose of the Stewart platform in real time and
provide feedback to the links to reduce the pose error.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the method to improve the pose accuracy of the Stewart
platform. The computational requirements are not
excessive because it is not necessary to solve the forward
kinematics, a difficult task for parallel manipulators.
Finally, the method provides improvement of the pose
accuracy of the Stewart platform over its workspace.
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